
English Home Learning Grid 2 (Y6) 

● Complete tasks on SPAG.com 

● Practise statutory spellings (y3/4 and y5/6) 

● Keep reading for pleasure 

● Choose one other thing to work on each day from any of the boxes below. I have provided an idea of how long they may take you. 

Read chapter 9 and epilogue of Artemis Fowl.  

 

Myself and a few others have been able to access it at the website 

below although I did have some problems with access at school. I will 

also upload a Word copy to the website. 

 

https://afowl.weebly.com/chapter-9-ace-in-the-hole.html 
 

https://afowl.weebly.com/epilogue.html 

Related tasks ( up to 1 hour each): 

 

Complete the comprehension questions below (some are just fill in the 

blanks). 

What was the purpose of sending the troll into the Fowl Manor? 

Why did Cudgeon miss all the excitement? 

The gold was delivered on --------------. 

When sweeping for booby traps on the trolley Butler found -------. 

Artemis sent Holly back with --------. 

After the bio bomb the fairies had to -------. 

What happened to the fairies as they entered the manor after setting off 

the bio bomb? 

What caused Root and Grub to become sick? 

What happened to the recovered ransom? 

Artemis exchanged half the ransom for a wish. The wish was ---------. 

 

 

Related tasks ( up to 1 hour): 

 

Pick a character (Artemis or Root are the most obvious) Show what 

kind of character you think they are by the end of the story. Are 

they good or bad? Why? Use evidence from the text by thinking about 

what they've done. You can write an explanation, use bullet points, use 

a spidergram, draw pictures and annotate them or any other ideas that 

you have to present your thoughts. 

 

Artemis Fowl (other tasks, 1-2 hours each) 

 

Write a book review of Artemis Fowl. Include as much detail as possible. If 

you're stuck for what to include or how to format it there are loads of 

examples online. 

 

The epilogue is written by an omniscient narrator- rewrite the epilogue 

from the perspective of one of the other characters in the story. 

 

Produce a glossary of terms used in the novel that are specific to the story 

e.g. blue rinse, the Book, troll, etc rather than adventurous vocabulary. 

Remember a glossary is in alphabetical order and explains unfamiliar terms.  

 

 

 

https://afowl.weebly.com/chapter-9-ace-in-the-hole.html
https://afowl.weebly.com/epilogue.html


Related tasks ( up to 1 hour) 

 

Choose a character and produce a short fact file about them. 

 

 

Related tasks ( up to 1 hour): 

 

Fill in the blanks in the novel summary below. There are words below if 

you need them. For a challenge try it without them or even better, 

write your own as I'm sure you can do better than this! 

 

The novel Artemis Fowl begins in Hoi Chi Min City, in ...... Artemis and his 

man servant, ..........., trick an ancient fairy into allowing Artemis access to 

the Book, the handbook of fairy lore. 

 

Although Artemis is only ........ , he is a genius. Using the latest technology, 

he cracks the code that is supposed to protect the ..... of the fairies from 

Mud People, and hatches a plan to capture a fairy.  

 

Artemis has a master plan: to restore the family fortune by obtaining 

large..... of fairy gold. His father, also called Artemis, is missing, ..... dead, 

after a stinger missile sank the ship he was travelling on. Since that 

incident, Artemis' mother Angeline has been bed ridden staying in her 

bedroom in the dark. She is ...... by terrifying hallucinations and cared for 

by Butler's ..... sister Juliet. 

 

Deep ..... the earth a fairy officer Holly Short is sent on a mission to 

contain a troll that has escaped and is causing havoc in Italy. When Holly's 

commanding officer the ..... Julius Root realises she is allowed her ..... 

powers to completely wane, he sends her to complete the ritual that will 

restore her magic.  

 

Holly chooses the spot that Artemis and Butler are ..... out and the worlds 

of the People and Mud People collide for the first time in centuries.  

 

Words to use: beneath, temperamental, twelve, secrets, presumed, 

Butler, staking, magic, Vietnam, quantities, haunted, younger  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Vocabulary (up to 1 hour) 

 

Play 'Stop the Bus!'. See full instructions here (can be played as 

individuals rather than in teams. 

https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/stop-bus 

 

Inference (up to 1 hour) 

 

Using a book you have read, Artemis Fowl or even a film you have watched, 

can you generate questions that fit into this model? YOU DO NOT NEED 

TO KNOW THE ANSWERS! 

  Answer is in the 

book/film 

Answer is not in the 

book/film 

Has more than one 

right answer 

   

Has one right answer   

 

 

 

 

 

Author word choice (up to 1 hour) 

 

Copy out the sentences below. In each one, underline the adverb or 

adverbial phrase (show when, how, why, where). Then write an 

explanation for each to show what it tells us about the character. The 

first one is done as an example. You might need a dictionary to check 

what some of them mean! 

1. Then the headmaster said, very quietly. “Put the fuses back.” 

Quietly suggests that the headmaster is calm and in control. 

2. He raised his voice slightly. “Children come along to the door.” 

3. There was a tramping of feet in the corridor and suddenly the 

space behind the Headmaster was filled with hypnotised 

children. 

4. Despairingly, the children began to put the fuses back. 

5. Sullenly, the children tossed the keys to the floor. 

6. “I know what you want.” Dinah said stiffly. 

7. “Can’t I?” Dinah stepped forward belligerently. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/stop-bus


 Extended Writing (2-3 hours each) 

Write about something you are interested in or passionate about. This could be 

a hobby, a sport, a book, a TV show, your pet, chocolate. Anything at all! You 

can write in any style: a song, a poem, a story, a fact file, a persuasive 

argument. This task is freedom to write whatever you want! 

 

OR Tell me about this dragon! Again, you can write in any form you like; 

instructions for caring for it, the story of where it came from, an explanation 

of why it is so small. 

 

 

 

  

 

 


